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Reliable and Efficient Content Sharing for
5G-Enabled Vehicular Networks

Jie Cui, Jiayi Chen, Hong Zhong, Jing Zhang, Lu Liu

Abstract—Conditional privacy preservation and message au-
thentication serve as the primary research issues in terms of
security in vehicular networks. With the arrival of 5G era,
the downloading speed of network services and the message
transmission speed have significantly improved. Consequently,
the content exchanged by users in vehicular networks is not
limited to traffic information, and vehicles moving at high speeds
can share a wide variety of contents. However, sharing content
reliably and efficiently remains challenging owing to the fast-
moving character of vehicles. To solve this problem, we propose
a reliable and efficient content sharing scheme in 5G-enabled
vehicular networks. The vehicles with content downloading
requests quickly filter the adjacent vehicles to choose capable
and suitable proxy vehicles and request them for content services.
Thus, the purpose of obtaining a good hit ratio, saving network
traffic, reducing time delay, and easing congestion during peak
hours can be achieved. The security analysis indicates that the
proposed scheme meets the security requirements of vehicular
networks. Our cryptographic operations are based on the elliptic
curve, and finally, the proposed scheme also displays favorable
performance compared to other related schemes.

Index Terms—Message authentication, content sharing, elliptic
curve, vehicular networks, privacy preservation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE intelligent transportation systems (ITS) aim to pro-
vide vehicles and pedestrians with safer, smarter and

more efficient comprehensive services. The vehicular network
is an important part of the ITS. With the advent of 5G era,
each vehicle connected to the vehicular network is considered
to be equipped with a state-of-the-art wireless communication
device for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication [1],
[2], [3]. In terms of latest technology, V2X refers to the
exchange of information between a vehicle and the outside
world. Because the communication is wireless, the messages
sent by vehicles might be tampered with if malicious attackers
exist. The message should be verified by the recipient to
determine if it is trustworthy [4].

Drivers in vehicular networks can obtain the moving state
of adjacent vehicles and road situations, such as speed, direc-
tion and emergencies. Therefore, they can utilize the advance
response and the processing time for contingency to ensure
improved transportation security. Through vehicular networks,
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information gathering, processing, computing and transmission
become feasible and convenient, which are important for
promoting ITS.

After travel needs are met, users will also wish to obtain
a variety of on-board services. For example, when a user
arrives in a new area, he wants to gain maps and smart city
scenarios probably [5]. The acquisition of such content, the
corresponding time and the hit ratio are also worthy of public
attention.

Nowadays, the number of urban vehicles is rapidly grow-
ing, and users’ demands are diversifying. Therefore, the ve-
hicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) under the traditional 4G
networks are unable to meet the requirements of high-speed
transmission and low delay for current application environ-
ment [6], [7]. The 5G mobile network has the characteristics of
wide coverage and high bandwidth. It brings many opportuni-
ties and challenges to vehicular networks [8]. According to the
data, under 5G wireless networks, the data transmission rate
can reach 20Gb/s during the peak period, and the average data
transmission rate is over 100Mb/s [9]. The supported network
capacity is 1000 times that of the existing networks, and it can
provide a more stable connection [10].

A wide variety of downloading tasks can be requested by
many vehicles in the heartland of some bustling cities during
peak time [11]. The overloads and the congests of networks
come subsequently, leading to the probable occurrence of
message latency, request neglect and packet loss. In 5G-
enabled vehicular networks, caching mobile content to the
edge of network effectively alleviates these problems and
meets the traffic demands during the peak period with a lower
time delay [12].

Based on the 80/20 rule, we know that 80% of users
might take only 20% of the content [13]. In the vehicular
networks with a large number of users, a small amount of
content is likely to be required by most of users. Assuming a
scenario wherein a vehicle (Vi) makes a downloading request
for content R1 (falls within category A). There is a piece of
content R1 (or a piece of another content belongs to category
A as well) in the content storage block of a passing vehicle
which named Vj . Obviously, the goal will be achieved quickly
if Vi directly requests to Vj for R1 instead of asking the
content server (CS) for R1 via a transceiver. This not only
saves network traffic but also avoids repeating content requests
to the CS. That’s what motivates us.

We introduce the message authentication mechanism into
the process of content sharing. Further, we propose a method
for sharing content reliably and efficiently between vehicles.
In the meanwhile, the characteristics of moving vehicles and
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the objective of saving network overhead are also taken into
account.

Our scheme is design for content sharing in 5G-enabled
vehicular networks. The roadside units (RSUs) are usually
required for authentication schemes in traditional VANETs
[4], [14]. RSUs are responsible for computing and storage
which will introduce security risks and the increase of trans-
mission overhead. Deploying RSUs in large-scale vehicular
networks is also costly. These authentication schemes under
the traditional VANETs are difficult to apply to the 5G-
enabled vehicular networks. There is no need for RSUs in
the content sharing process, and the 5G base station (5G-BS)
is not involved in the computation. Therefore, our scheme is
secure and efficient. Compared with traditional VANETs using
IEEE 802.11p standard, 5G could support large-scale mobile
vehicular communications with lower time delay better [15],
[16].

A. Our Contributions

Our main contributions are summarized as following :
1) The proposed scheme achieves the fast forwarding of

content between vehicles based on personal preferences
without exposing the details of the content. Vehicles
have the characteristics of high mobility, and there is
a large probability of opportunistic communication [12].
The content forwarding is carried out between the two
vehicles with high data similarity. This process is fast and
convenient, and it also solves the problems of network
congestion and time delay.

2) A lightweight authentication scheme is proposed for 5G-
enabled vehicular networks. The forwarding of content
and the transmitting of requests are done by 5G-BS
without secure computing.

B. Organization of This Paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the related work. Section III provides
the preliminaries. The scheme is described in detail in Section
IV. Then, in Section V, we prove and analyze the security
aspect. Section VI gives the time consumption of the proposed
scheme. Finally, we summarize our work and look forward to
the future work in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The vehicular network is always a hot topic, especially
in recent years. The security issues are well worth studying
[17], [18]. A great deal of authentication schemes based
vehicular networks have been proposed in order to achieve
the security and privacy during wireless communication. In
2007, with the purpose of completing the message integrity
check, Raya and Hubaux [19] came up with a method to
make the real identities of users invisible by using anonymous
certificates. This category of papers which based on public key
infrastructure (PKI) adopted digital signatures to construct the
authentication schemes [19], [20], [21]. PKI-based scheme is
a favorable choice since information in vehicular networks

that has not yet been identified as trustworthy is subject to
be authenticated [4]. Nevertheless, its shortcomings are also
evident [17]. Each vehicle carries a great deal of certificates
to reach anonymity [4]. Hence, vehicles have to explore a
lot of space to store public/private key pairs. Furthermore,
the trusted authority (TA) also needs to store the anonymous
certificates of all registered vehicles, high storage costs come
with it especially when the number of vehicles is rising rapidly.
Searching for the real identities of malicious vehicles in a vast
database can also be exhausting [1].

Some group signature-based authentication schemes [22],
[23] were proposed to solve the certificate management prob-
lem [24]. Each vehicle stores the same public key and a unique
private key. It takes a lot of effort to maintain the vehicle
revocation list, and the group signature is longer than the
common signature in length [1].

In order to settle the problem of the costly verifica-
tion process of group signature, some researchers proposed
identity-based batch authentication schemes [25], [26]. It is
obvious that batch authentication of messages is faster than
individual authentication because the verification delay is
reduced. Vehicles use fake identities to exchange information
without revealing their real identities. However, identity-based
authentication schemes are not appropriate when the number
of vehicles is particularly large [4].

As infrastructure, RSUs sometimes serve as auxiliaries to
complete part of the authentication work [27] because the
computing power of mobile vehicles is limited [4]. Liu et al.
[27] proposed a proxy-based distributed authentication scheme
to reduce the computation overhead of RSUs. Proxy vehicles
are applied to verify multiple messages simultaneously. The
computation overhead of RSUs can also be shared by the
proxy vehicles.

With the development of modern vehicular networks,
the information circulating in networks is not limited to
the traffic information. Content distribution [28] based on
vehicular networks has been widely studied and discussed. The
opportunistic resource exchange algorithm in vehicular ad hoc
networks [29], the vehicular cooperative media access control
(VC-MAC) for gateway-downloading scenarios [30] and the
network coding method [31] are several approaches used for
content distribution in vehicular networks.

A particular and convenient service named popular content
distribution (PCD) [32] was presented in 2013. The multime-
dia content is transmitted from RSUs to the on board units
(OBUs) equipped on vehicles. First, a popular file was down-
loaded by the RSU. In order to enable vehicles to copy the
full content of the RSU, a cooperative approach was proposed
[32]. Moreover, many papers focused on finding the best way
to distribute content. Xing et al. [33] proposed a maximizing
problem based utility for finding the best delivery strategy
and choosing the best path for multimedia data propagation.
A vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) caching strategy upon content-
centric network (CCN) was designed [34], which taken into
account the requirements of different types of applications
and the characteristics of vehicles. Routing protocols are also
options to provide better services to users in VANETs [35].
Research based on intelligent vehicles also aims to make
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vehicular networks more efficient and seure [36].
For the better performance, one problem of these papers is

that they all assume that user-related data is available without
paying attention to users’ privacy. However, this is unrealistic
in practical vehicular networks. A security incentive model
was also designed to achieve reliable sharing in vehicular net-
works [37]. Obviously, the complex collaborative downloading
process caused communication delay to some extent.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some related knowledge and
several constituent entities of the application environment.

A. Related Knowledge

We adopt a simple method with a certain degree of
accuracy to measure the similarity between two sets of data.
This method is called Euclidean distance. In mathematics, it
means the common straight-line distance between two points
in a space and has been used extensively in many researches
[38], [39]. The spatial distance between two points is the
difference between them.

Even to one user, different categories of contents have dif-
ferent degrees of importance at different time, and it changes
dynamically over time. Users are significantly more interest in
map information than in others during short trips. When users
are on their way home from work, they may would like to
access content like music to have a relax. Besides, considering
that different users have different hobbies, weighted Euclidean
distance is a good way to show the difference in users’
evaluation of several types of contents [40].

B. Attack Model

Generally, there are two types of attackers: external attack-
ers and internal attackers. External attackers are more powerful
than vehicles but have limited computational power. They
do not exist in vehicular networks, so they cannot decrypt
messages and they can only get information from messages
transmitted on open channels. Usually, external attackers need
to join forces with each other to attack the entire system.
Internal attackers are legitimate but malicious vehicles. They
are legitimate in the system which have access to confidential
information shared within the system. So they are also highly
destructive.

Here we show some of the methods used by attackers
in the vehicular networks. An attacker can (i) link multiple
messages to track identity, (ii) tamper with messages, (iii)
replay sent messages, (iv) forge messages to impersonate
vehicles, or (v) guess passwords. These attacks may be carried
out by the attackers alone or in collusion. The scheme we will
describe in detail can provide anonymity to vehicles while
resisting these attacks.

C. System Model

As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are four entities in the ap-
plication environment : trusted authority (TA), content server
(CS), 5G base station (5G-BS) and vehicle (V). We describe

5G BS

CSCS TA
Internet

offline registration

Fig. 1. System model

Fig. 2. Abstract network model

the functions of these entities. The abstract system model
diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

1) Trusted authority (TA) : TA has enough computing power
and storage capacity. In addition, there are a number of re-
dundant for TAs to prevent bottlenecks and single points
of failure [14]. In real-world application environment, the
role of TA is usually played by a trusted authoritative
government agency, such as the traffic administration
etc. TA generates system parameters such as the system
private key, defines two global parameters N, k. When
a vehicle leaves the factory, TA registers it and records
some basic information of it, generates the real identity
RIDi and password PWi for each vehicle, and preloads
{RIDi, PWi, sTA} into the tamper proof device (TPD )
of the vehicle for legitimate user.

2) Content server (CS) : CS has powerful storage capacity
which provides content services to all users. A large
amount of contents are stored, including instant video,
map, music, intelligent scene etc. All the contents that
circulating in networks come from the CS. Specifically,
CS is usually a cloud sever.

3) 5G base station (5G-BS) : 5G-BS works as a transceiver
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with super-fast speed and wide coverage in vehicular
networks, aims at relaying content between vehicles and
forwarding vehicular requests to the CS.

4) Vehicle (V) : A terminal node in networks which enjoys
all kinds of services. It refers to a vehicle equipped with
the latest wireless communications equipment. A vehicle
includes global positioning system (GPS), on board unit
(OBU), tamper proof device (TPD), content storage block
(CSB) and some other relevant modules. OBU does
computation works for cryptographic operations. TPD
stores secret information about the vehicle. GPS is used to
determine the distance from other vehicles. The contents
of vehicle are kept in the CSBs. An example distribution
of CSBs is shown in Fig. 3.

flash

map

music

intelligent scene

advertisement

Fig. 3. Distribution of CSBs

D. Notations and Assumptions

In this subsection, we define the notations used in our
scheme and describe the assumptions that the system should
satisfy.
• Notations

The main notations and their definitions are shown in
TABLE I.
• Assumptions

1) The TA is fully trusted by all entities and users.
2) The vehicle can communicate with other vehicles (V2V)

and the infrastructure (V2I) through wireless communi-
cation.

3) TPD stores secret information about the vehicle which
never be disclosed.

E. Overview of Scheme

A more detailed system model is shown in Fig. 4. There
are four types of vehicles in the network :

1) Client vehicle (Vc).
2) Alternative vehicle (Va).
3) Proxy vehicle (Vp).
4) Other vehicles.

After the vehicle enters the coverage of 5G-BS, according
to the user’s personal preference and real-time needs, the user
requests some contents from CS through 5G-BS. Then the
vehicle stores these contents in N CSBs according to the
corresponding classification. Each vehicle has N CSBs to store

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notations Definitions
TA The trusted authority

5G-BS The 5G base station
N The number of CSBs in each vehicle
P The generator of E(Fp) with order q
q The order of the generator P

sTA The system private key
Ppub The system public key
Vi The i-th vehicle

RIDi The real identity of the i-th vehicle
PIDi The pseudo-ID of the i-th vehicle
PWi The password of the i-th vehicle
Vci The i-th client vehicle
Vak The k-th alternative vehicle
Vpj The j-th proxy vehicle

h,H1, H2 The secure hash functions
EV ALi[N ] The evaluation array of Vi

tagi The flag of Vi

R(DTi) The content request sent by Vci to Vp(s)
DTij The content sent by Vpj to Vci

Et
ik

The weighted Euclidean distance
between Vci and Vak at time t

|| The concatenation operation
⊕ The exclusive-OR operation

5G BS

offline registration

CS

TA

Fig. 4. Detailed system model

N types of contents. TA defines N at system initialization, the
following factors will be considered: the number of vehicles in
the network, the capacity of the CS, the degree of congestion
in the network etc.

Users can enjoy the content that has been downloaded
to local area, and score the classified contents subjectively
according to their own satisfaction. The scores will be stored
in the evaluation array EV ALi[N ] of each vehicle.

Once a vehicle with non-empty CSBs has a content
request, it becomes a client vehicle Vci. Then, Vci selects
the alternative vehicles Va(s) with “The Election Strategy
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of ECV” of Cui et al. [4] and the alternative vehicles are
marked as Vak(k = 1, 2, 3....). Thus, a neighborhood group
centered on Vci that is feasible in both realistic distance
and computable resource is formed. According to the data
similarity, Vci selects m proxy vehicles in Va(s) called as
Vp(s), like Vp1, Vp2, ......Vpj , ......Vpm(1 ≤ j ≤ m), and makes
content requests to them respectively.

After receiving the request, Vpj picks the suitable content
named DTij . DTij will be signed by Vpj , then Vpj sends it to
Vci. Vci will decide whether to accept this content or not after
verification. The operations of our scheme are based on the
elliptic curve cryptosystem so the lower computation overhead
could be achieved. Batch verification is supported to save time.

It is worth noting that, during the completion of a content
request, there is one and only one Vci. Nevertheless, there
may be many or one alternative vehicle and the same is true
for proxy vehicles in the neighborhood group of Vci. Proxy
vehicles are a subset of the alternative vehicles.

So far, an integrated system that separating the content
from the evaluation has been established. Using classified stor-
age and public evaluation allows users to learn the similarity
between what is owned by themselves and the content kept by
other vehicles without exposing cached content.

F. Brief Review of the Election Method
For the alternative vehicles selection of the proposed

scheme, we use the election strategy of ECV in Cui et al.’
scheme [4]. Here we substitute the entities in the proposed
scheme into this election strategy, then make a brief review of
it.

We consider two indicators to select alternative vehicles:
close enough to the client vehicle, having sufficient available
computing resource. A vehicle will not be selected as a
Va when it is very close to the client vehicle but has few
available computing resource. Therefore, we use fuzzy logic
to determine how to choose Vas.

Conceptually, we take the distance from a vehicle to the
Vci and its available computing resource as binary inputs.
After fuzzy processing, fuzzy rules will output a usable level.
For example, when a vehicle is close to the Vci and its
available computing resource is sufficient, it will get a “Very
Good” rating. We divided the output into five categories:
“Very Good”, “Good”, “Unpreferable”, “Bad”, “Very Bad”. In
practical application, we use the distance membership function
and the available performance index membership function to
defuzzify the fuzzy rules. Then, we use the center of gravity
(COG) method to calculate the results of these two functions.
Finally, a value QD representing the qualified degree of the
vehicle will be got. When QD >k (k is positively correlated
with the traffic density), it indicates that the vehicle is suitable
to become a Va.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME

Now we describe the proposed scheme in detail.

A. System Initialization
In this phase, TA generates system parameters and finishes

the registration of vehicles.

• Setup
1) Let Fp be the finite field over p, and p is a prime number

denotes the size of finite field. The elliptic curve E(Fp) is
defined on finite field Fp. Find the generator P with order
q over elliptic curve E(Fp), and then a cyclic addition
group G with order q is generated.

2) TA chooses three one-way secure hash functions h :
{0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q .

3) TA randomly selects sTA ∈ Z∗q as the system pri-
vate key, and calculates the corresponding system public
key Ppub = sTA · P .

4) TA defines two integers N , m.
5) TA keeps sTA secretly, and publishes system parameters
{E(Fp),h,H1,H2,q,P ,Ppub}.

• Registration
1) TA randomly selects a real identity RIDi and a password

PWi, assigns to vehicle Vi, then preloads {RIDi, PWi,
sTA} to the TPD of vehicle.

2) For the entire system, the content evaluation standard is
separated from the content. TA develops N blocks of
buffers as CSBs for each vehicle to store contents, and
each CSB stores different types of content. For different
vehicles, the CSBs of the same number store the same
type of contents. Therefore, different users’ evaluations
of contents can be compared.

3) TA assigns an evaluation array EV ALi[N ] to each ve-
hicle, this array is dynamically updated once contents of
CSBs change.

4) Each vehicle sets a flag tagi that is initially 0, once the
vehicle has requested content from CS successfully, turns
the tagi to 1.

• Login
When a user will use the vehicle, the real identity RIDi

and the password PWi should be entered. Only after the
verification of TPD can the user obtain the right to use the
vehicle.

B. Data Matching

• Alternative Vehicles Selection
Firstly, the wireless communication quality between vehi-

cles is largely limited by distance due to the high speed of
the vehicles. For example, Vj was very close to Vi originally.
Maybe after only a few minutes, Vj has drove away from
Vi’s wireless communication range. Then the possibility of
interaction between two vehicles has lost. So the appropriate
distance is an important factor for content forwarding between
vehicles.

Secondly, since each vehicle has N CSBs, and CSBs and
the EV ALi[N ] will be updated after each change for the
content. It is necessary for vehicles to have sufficient available
computing resource.

Therefore, not all vehicles covered by the same BS with
the Vci are eligible to be alternative vehicles for the Vci.
Due to the characteristics of vehicles, only the following two
conditions are met can a vehicle be possible to carry out
efficient content forwarding.
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1) Alternative vehicle is close enough to the client vehicle.
2) There is sufficient available computing resource of alter-

native vehicle.
We consider two criteria mentioned above when selecting

vehicles as the qualified alternative vehicles for Vci. In the
proposed scheme, we adopt the same election method of
selecting Va(s) as that of the scheme of Cui et al. [4] to choose
ECVs. The validity of this election method has been illustrated
in the scheme of Cui et al. [4].
• Similarity Screening

After the selection of Va(s) is completed, the evaluation
array EV ALk[N ] of each Vak is utilized to match the data
similarity E

(t)
ik with the evaluation array EV ALi[N ] of Vci

at time t. For each alternative vehicle (Va1, Va2, ......Vak,......),
Vci performs the following operations:

1) Vci gets the current evaluation array EV ALk[N ] of Vak.
2) Then, Vci calculates the weighted Euclidean distance E(t)

ik

between Vci and Vak at time t. The specific calculation
process is shown in Algorithm 1.

3) E(t)
ik will be stored by Vci.

Algorithm 1 The Weighted Euclidean Distance Calculation
Process

Input:
EV ALk[N ] = (y1, y2, ......yN ), tagk
EV ALi[N ] = (x1, x2, ......xN ), tagi
//EV ALk[N ] denotes the evaluation array

produced by Vak after using content for a while
//EV ALi[N ] denotes the evaluation array

produced by Vci after using content for a while
//tagk denotes a flag of Vak indicates whether

content is requested from the CS or not
//tagi denotes a flag of Vci indicates whether

content is requested from the CS or not
Output:

E
(t)
ik : the numerical result of data similarity between

evaluation arrays of Vci and Vak at time t
1: for each Vak do
2: while tagk == 1 && tagi == 1 do
3: Sets a set of weights w(t)

N = (w1, w2......wN )
4: Gets Vci’s own evaluation array EV ALi[N ]

5: //w(t)
N is set by Vci according to the degree

6: of attention for N contents classified
7: //w1 + w2......+ wN = 1

8: Calculates E(t)
ik =

√∑N
i=1 wi · (xi − yi)2

9: end while
10: end for

After the above works, Vci obtains the E
(t)
ik (s) between

Vak(s) and it. Then Vci selects m objects with the minimum
value named proxy vehicles Vp(s). At this time, Vp(s) are the
vehicles with the most matching data similarity of Vci. There
is a very large probability that these vehicles will contain
content that is either similar to or most similar to what the
Vci requested for. Next, Vci sends content requests R(DTi) to
Vp(s) respectively.

C. Content Forwarding

• Signing
When selected Vpj receives the R(DTi) sent by Vci, it

selects the most appropriate piece of content DTij in its CSBs.
In order to enable the receiver to verify if the content has been
tampered with, Vpj generates the fake identity as pseudo-ID
PIDj to make a digital signature with the content DTij . Then
Vpj sends it to Vci. The operations conducted by Vpj are as
following:

1) After Vpj receives request R(DTi), Vpj picks the suitable
content DTij .

2) Vpj generates pseudo-ID PIDj = {PID1
j , P ID

2
j},

where PID1
j = rj · P , PID2

j = RIDj ⊕ h(rj · Ppub).
rj ∈ Z∗q is a random number selected by Vpj .

3) Then Vpj gets the current timestamp Tj , calculates the
signing key skj = sTA ·H1(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||Tj) mod q.

4) Vpj chooses a number dj ∈ Z∗q randomly, calculates
the signature: δj = skj +H2(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||DTij ||Tj) ·

dj mod q.
5) Next, Vpj calculates Dj = dj · P .
6) Finally, Vpj sends the quintuple ∇ =
{PIDj , DTij , δj , Dj , Tj} to Vci.

• Verification
When Vci receives the ∇ = {PIDj , DTij , δj , Dj , Tj},

Vci checks the signature δj to ensure that the signed content
has not been manipulated which to guarantee the integrity of
DTij .

At this time, Vci may receive content from more than one
vehicle simultaneously. There are a lot of information pile
up, may result in crowding, thereby reducing the vehicle’s
efficiency. To avoid this situation, the signatures received by
Vci can be verified one by one or batch verified. The details
are described as following:

1) Single Verification
a) For Vci, considering whether the content received is

fresh enough or not to refrain from replay attacks,
there is a pre-set lag time ∆T which Vci can tolerate.
Supposing the time to receive the signature is Tci, Vci
checks whether the inequality ∆T +Tj≥Tci is true or
not. If the answer is yes, Vci continues this process. Or
else, Vci rejects it.

b) Vci calculates H1
j = H1(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||Tj) and H2

j =
H2(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||DTij ||Tj).

c) Then Vci checks whether the equation (1) is holds or
not. If it is true, Vci considers the verification have
passed.

δj · P = H1
j · Ppub +H2

j ·Dj (1)

On account of sTA · P = Ppub and dj · P = Dj , the
reasoning process (2) of equation (1) is as following :

δj · P =
(
skj +H2(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||DTij ||Tj) · dj

)
· P

=
(
sTA ·H1(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||Tj)

+H2(PID1
j ||PID2

j ||DTij ||Tj) · dj
)
· P

= H1
j · sTA · P +H2

j · dj · P
= H1

j · Ppub +H2
j ·Dj (2)
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2) Batch Verification Within a certain period
of time, we suppose that Vci receives a large
amount of signatures δ1, δ2......δn, included in
{PID1, DTi1, δ1, D1, T1}, {PID2, DTi2, δ2, D2, T2}
......{PIDn, DTin, δn, Dn, Tn} sent by V1, V2......Vn.
Vci completes batch verification for many signatures
simultaneously. The execution process is as below which
is similar to single verification:

a) The verifier Vci uses the timestamp Tj to check the
freshness of ∇s. If one or more ∇s is not new
enough, Vci discards it. Otherwise, Vci continues the
verification.

b) Here we use small exponential test to avoid sig-
nature redundancy and obfuscation attacks [17]. Vci
randomly produces a vector l, this vector represents
{l1, l2......ln}. Every value in this vector is random,
the range is between 1 and 2t. Note that, even if it’s
just one of n signatures is wrong, Vci can check it out.
Furthermore, t is a very small integer which takes little
computation overhead.

c) Vci verifies equation (3). If equation (3) is correct,
the contents received are considered to be legitimate
and haven’t been modified. The reasoning process of
equation (3) is similar to (2) in single verification.(

n∑
i=1

li · δi

)
· P =

(
n∑

i=1

li ·H1
i

)
· Ppub

+

n∑
i=1

li ·H2
i ·Di

(3)

If appropriate result is not obtained in the alternative
vehicles selection and similarity screening, or the user doesn’t
want to request content from proxy vehicles, the user can
choose to request content from CS via 5G-BS directly.

V. SECURITY PROOF

A. Security Model

First, we introduce the elliptic curve computable discrete
logarithm (ECCDL) problem.

Definition 1. (ECCDL problem) Given an element Ω ∈ Z∗q .
The computation goal of the ECCDL problem is ω ∈ Z∗q ,
which is unknown and can satisfy that ω · P = Ω. This goal
is impossible to achieve.

Definition 2. The signature algorithm of the proposed scheme
is secure under the adaptive chosen message attack if any
probabilistic polynomial time adversaryA cannot forge a legal
signature message with a non-negligible probability.

The security of the proposed scheme is defined by the
game between the adversary A and the challenger C. A can
perform some queries on C, and C will respond as following.

1) Setup−Oracle : When A executes this query, C selects
a random number x ∈ Z∗q as the system’s private key
and calculates system parameters. Then, C returns system
parameters to A.

2) H1 − Oracle : C randomly generates a number n ∈ Z∗q
when A carries out the query with the message m. And

then, C stores tuple (m,n) in the list LH1 , which is
initialized empty. Finally, C gives the n to A as the return
value.

3) H2 − Oracle : C randomly generates a number n ∈ Z∗q
when A carries out the query with the message m. And
then, C stores tuple (m,n) in the list LH2

, which is
initialized empty. Finally, C gives the n to A as the return
value.

4) Extract−Oracle : C generates private key and stores it
in the list LE , which is initialized empty, when A carries
out the query with user’s pseudo-ID PIDj .

5) Sign − Oracle : When A carries out the query
with the content DTij , C randomly produces a tuple
(DTij , Dj , δj) and gives it to A.

We use the symbol Σ to represent the proposed scheme.
A can break the proposed scheme if it can forge a legal login
message. The advantage of A attacking the security of the
authentication for the proposed scheme Σ can be defined as
AdvAΣ (Auth).

B. Security Proof

In this subsection, we prove that the proposed scheme is
able to provide the security of the authentication. That is to say,
the adversary A can not forge a legal signature message with
a negligible probability ε. We suppose the two hash functions
(H1 and H2) in the scheme are two random oracles.

Theorem 1. R and S represent the number of times that A
executes the queries in the random and the sign oracle. If A is
able to breach the authentication of the proposed scheme, then
C will solve the ECCDL problem with a probability less than
120686RT/ε during the time period T , where ε ≥ 10(R +
S)(S + 1)/q.

Proof : Suppose the adversary A can forge legitimate
signature message with a non-negligible probability ε. Then
we will show how the challenger C can use a non-negligible
probability to solve the ECCDL problem. We deduce an
implicit contradiction from the hypothesis.

For the ECCDL problem, there is a random instance
(P, aP ) in Gq . If C could solve the problem, it means that C
will calculate a which is unknown. Moreover, the challenger
C is able to settle the ECCDL problem by carrying out the
following queries from adversary A.

1) Setup: After setting the security parameter k as in-
put, C selects a random number sTA, which represents
its private key. Next, C calculates Ppub = sTA · P ,
where Ppub is the system public key. Finally, C sends
{P, Ppub, q, h,H1, H2} to A.

2) H1 − query: After receiving the query with the tuple
(PID1

j , P ID
2
j , Tj) from A, C checks if the list LH1 has

(PID1
j , P ID

2
j , Tj , H

1
j ). If it exists, C returns H1

j to A.
Otherwise, C randomly generates a number H1

j ∈ Z∗q , in-
serts the tuple (PID1

j , P ID
2
j , Tj , H

1
j ) into LH1

. Finally,
C gives the H1

j to A.
3) H2 − query: After receiving the query with the tu-

ple (PID1
j , P ID

2
j , DTij , Tj) from A, C checks if the
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list LH2
has (PID1

j , P ID
2
j , DTij , Tj , H

2
j ). If it ex-

ists, C returns H2
j to A. Otherwise, C randomly

generates a number H2
j ∈ Z∗q , inserts the tuple

(PID1
j , P ID

2
j , DTij , Tj , H

2
j ) into LH2 . Finally, C gives

the H2
j to A.

4) Extract − query: After receiving the query with user’s
pseudo-ID PIDj form A, C selects a random number
dj ∈ Z∗q , calculates Dj = dj · P and checks if
the list LE has (PID1

j , P ID
2
j , Tj , skj). If it exists, C

returns skj to A. Otherwise, C calculates skj = sTA ·
h(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||Tj)mod q and stores the new tuple in

LE . Finally, C gives skj to A as the return value.
5) Sign − query: After receiving the query on the content

DTij with user’s pseudo-ID PIDj form A, C checks if
the list LH1

has (PID1
j , P ID

2
j , Tj , H

1
j ) firstly. C extracts

H1
j from the tuple. Then, C chooses two random numbers

dj and H2
j . Besides, C chooses two random numbers xj

and yj again. Otherwise, C calculates Dj = H2
j
−1
xj ·

P−Q and δj = yj and sends (DTij , Dj , σj) to A, where
H2

j = H2(PID1
j ||PID2

j ||DTij ||Tj).
6) Analysis: According to Forking lemma [41], if A can

forge two legitimate signatures (Dj , δj = skj + dj ·
H2

jmod q) and (Dj

′
, σj

′
= skj +dj ·H2

j

′

mod q), where

H2
j 6= H2

j

′

, C will gain skj form the two signatures by
computing.

(H2
j

′
δj −H2

j δj
′
)

H2
j

′
−H2

j

modq

=
H2

j

′
H2

j dj +H2
j

′
skj −H2

jH
2
j

′
dj −H2

j skj

H2
j

′
−H2

j

modq

= skj

(4)

Accroding to the above, we can draw a conclusion that
C can solve the ECCDL problem with a probability less than
120686RT/ε during the period T , where ε ≥ 10(R+S)(S+
1)/q. However, it contradicts with the difficulty of solving the
ECCDL problem. So the proposed scheme is secure against
adaptive chosen message attack in the random oracle model.

C. Security Analysis

In this subsection, we will analyze the security of the
proposed scheme under the above security proof.
• Message Authentication

According to the above proof, no any polynomial
probability time adversary A can forge a legal signature.
Therefore, the receiver can check the integrity of
message received from other vehicles by computing
δjP = H1

j Ppub +H2
jDj .

• Identity Anonymity
Because the vehicle adopts a pseudo-ID during the

interaction, the real identity is hidden in the pseudo-ID such
as PID1

j = rj ·P, PID2
j = RIDj ⊕h(rj ·Ppub). The system

private key is secret and rj is random which will not be
got by A. Therefore, the proposed scheme provides identity
anonymity.

• Identity Traceability
When a vehicle uses an anonymous identity PIDj

to send error message or illegal information, TA can
use sTA to extract the real identity by computing
RIDj = PID2

j ⊕ h(sTA · PID1
j ). Therefore, the proposed

scheme supports identity tracking.

• Un-linkability
Each time the vehicle makes a signature, it generates a

pseudo-ID to send content. Pseudo-ID is updated frequently. In
addition, dynamic random number is added to the signature,
such as δj = skj + dj · H2(PID1

j ||PID2
j ||DTij ||Tj).

Therefore, it is very hard for an adversary to link multiple
messages from the same vehicle.

• Resistance to Modify Attack
Because the signature of each message contains the system

private key and the dynamic random number, the adversary
cannot obtain the system private key and the random number.
The adversary cannot tamper with the message. Otherwise,
the recipient’s authentication of the signature is not valid.
Thus, the proposed scheme can withstand the modify attack.

• Resistance to Replay Attack
A timestamp is embedded in the signature of each

message, and the signature cannot be tampered with. The
receiver of the message can check for replay attacks by
validating the signature. Thus, the proposed scheme can
withstand the replay attack.

• Resistance to Impersonation Attack
On the basis of the security proof mentioned above,

we know that there is no any probabilistic polynomial time
adversary A can forge a legitimate signature message if
it doesn’t has the system private key. Thus, the proposed
scheme can also resist impersonation attack.

• Resistance to Password Guess Attack
During the registration phase, the user’s real identity RIDi

and password PWi are issued by TA, so there will be no
disclosure. TPD authenticates the two parameters holding
by user. After authentication, the user can obtain the right
to control the vehicle. Thus avoiding the illegal users from
obtaining the control rights of vehicles.

D. Security Comparison

Let L1, L2, L3, L4, L5 and L6 represent the message
authentication, the conditional privacy preservation, the un-
linkability, the resistance to replay attack, the resistance to
modify attack resistance and the resistance to password guess
attack respectively. TABLE II shows the security comparison
with several related schemes, which indicates that the proposed
scheme has a good performance in terms of security.
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TABLE II
SECURITY COMPARISON

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
Zhong’s scheme [42] X X X X × ×
Azees’s scheme [43] X X X X X ×
Assar’s scheme [44] X X X X X ×

Li’s scheme [45] X X X X X ×
Our scheme X X X X X X

X: The security requirement is satisfied.
× : The security requirement is not satisfied.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Hereinafter, we analyze the performance of the proposed
scheme, then compare it to four recent message authentication
schemes based vehicular networks [42], [43], [44], [45]. We
illustrate that the proposed scheme is effective and feasible
from the two aspects of computation overhead and communi-
cation delay. It’s worth noting that since the backgrounds are
not exactly the same, the main body we need to sign in the
proposed scheme is called content DTij . The main body for
the other four schemes need to be signed is called message
Mi, they are the same essentially. In the proposed scheme, it
is not limited to signing message, what needs to be delivered
reliably can be any type of content the users want.

The cryptographic operations of privacy preservation au-
thentication schemes came up by Zhong et al. [42] in 2019
and Azees et al. [43] in 2017 are based on bilinear pairing.
The other two schemes [44], [45] to be compared are the same
as the one we proposed, which are based on elliptic curve for
cryptographic operations.

The bilinear pairing : Ē : G1 × G1 → GT can reach
the secure level of 80 bits. P̄ is the generator of the additive
group G1. G1 has order P̄ on the super singular elliptic
curve Ē : y2 = x3 + x mod p̄ which p̄ is a large prime
number with 512 bits, and q̄ should be a 160 bit Solinas
prime number. With regard to the proposed scheme, the elliptic
curve E : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod p) is used, a, b ∈ Z∗q . An
additive group G is generated from the elliptic curve with a
generator P , and the order is q, where p, q are both 160-bit
prime number.

The cryptography library used in the experiment is MIR-
ACL [19]. The execution time for operations involved was
measured by us before. These data have been used in the
authentication schemes which have been published [17], [46].
For the same operation, due to the characteristics of CPU, the
time it takes to execute multiple times is not the same even
in the same environment. In order to eliminate the deviation
and compare as fairly as possible, the execution time of
operations involved are measured separately. We quantify the
total overhead based on this result to make a fair comparison.
The hardware platform is as the same as the one in Cui’s
scheme [17].

We define all the execution time of related operations as
following:

1) Tbp : The execution time of carrying out a bilinear pairing
operation ē(P,Q), where P,Q ∈ G1.

2) Tbp−sm : The execution time of carrying out a scale
multiplication operation x̄ · P̄ that is connected with

bilinear pairing, where P̄ ∈ G1, x̄ ∈ Z∗q̄ .
3) Tbp−pa : The execution time of carrying out a point

addition operation P̄ + Q̄ that is also connected with
bilinear pairing, where P̄ , Q̄ ∈ G1.

4) Tmtp : The execution time of carrying out a MapToPoint
operation.

5) Tec−sm : The execution time of carrying out a scale
multiplication operation x · P that is connected with
elliptic curve, where P ∈ G, x ∈ Z∗q .

6) Tec−pa : The execution time of carrying out a point
addition operation P + Q that is also connected with
elliptic curve, where P,Q ∈ G.

7) Th : The execution time of carrying out a secure one-way
hash function operation.

The execution time for all operations mentioned above are
listed in TABLE III.

TABLE III
EXECUTION TIME

Operation Time(ms)
Tbp 5.0860

Tbp−sm 0.6940
Tbp−pa 0.0018
Tmtp 0.0992

Tec−sm 0.3218
Tec−pa 0.0024

Th 0.0010

A. Computation Overhead

We analyze operations involved in the following three
steps of all schemes [42], [43], [44], [45] and list them in
the TABLE IV (Assuming that n represents the number of
batch verification messages).

1) SSM : Signing a single message.
2) VSM : Verifying a single message.
3) BVMM : Batch verifying for multiple messages.

Next, we conduct detailed analysis of Zhong’s scheme [42]
and the proposed scheme, the analysis process of other three
schemes can be obtained in the same way [43], [44], [45].

Zhong’s scheme takes advantage of bilinear pairing to
ensure message integrity. First, for the step of signing a single
message, figuring out the parameters Ri and Ti is necessary
to generate a signature σi for the message. So three scale
multiplication operations, two point addition operations, one
MapToPoint operation and one secure one-way hash function
operation are required. The total computation overhead of this
step is 3Tbp−sm + 2Tbp−pa + 1Tmtp + 1Th ≈ 2.1858 ms.
Then, three bilinear pairing operations, two scale multiplica-
tion operations, one point addition operation, two MapToPoint
operations and one secure one-way hash function operation
is needed to verify a single message. So this step takes
3Tbp + 2Tbp−sm + 1Tbp−pa + 2Tmtp + 1Th ≈ 16.8472 ms.
Finally, for batch verification in [42], there are three bilinear
pairing operations, 2n scale multiplication operations, (4n-3)
point addition operations, (n+1) MapToPoint operations and
2n secure one-way hash function operations to achieve it.
Consequently, the execution time for this step is 3Tbp + 2n
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION OVERHEAD

SSM VSM BVMM
Zhong’s scheme

[42]
3Tbp−sm + 2Tbp−pa

+ 1Tmtp + 1Th

3Tbp + 2Tbp−sm + 1Tbp−pa

+ 2Tmtp + 1Th

3Tbp + 2n Tbp−sm + ( 4n-3 ) Tbp−pa

+ ( n+1 ) Tmtp + 2n Th

Azees’s scheme
[43] 4Tbp−sm + 2Th 2Tbp + 5Tbp−sm + 2Tbp−pa ( n+1 ) Tbp + 5n Tbp−sm + 2n Tbp−pa

Asaar’s scheme
[44] 7Tec−sm + 6Th 12Tec−sm + 8Tec−pa + 8Th ( 4n+10 ) Tec−sm + ( 6n+2 )Tec−pa + ( 6n+2 ) Th

Li’s scheme
[45] 1Tec−sm + 2Th 4Tec−sm + 1Tec−pa + 2Th ( 2n+2 ) Tec−sm + n Tec−pa + 2n Th

Our scheme 3Tec−sm + 3Th 3Tec−sm + 1Tec−pa + 2Th ( n+2 ) Tec−sm + ( n-1 ) Tec−pa + 2n Th

Tbp−sm + (4n-3) Tbp−pa + (n+1) Tmtp + 2n Th ≈ 1.4964 n
+ 15.3518 ms.

For the scheme we proposed, we first generate the pseudo-
ID PIDj by using the real identity RIDj and the system
public key Ppub. Then we get the current timestamp Tj to
make the signing key skj , and finally we get the signature σj
of a single content DTij . This step requires three scale mul-
tiplication operations and three secure one-way hash function
operations, which will take 3Tec−sm + 3Th ≈ 0.9684 ms. And
then, three scale multiplication operations, one point addition
operation and two secure one-way hash function operations
are indispensable for verifying a single content, which will
consume 3Tec−sm + 1Tec−pa + 2Th ≈ 0.9698 ms. Finally,
for batch verification, the total operations required are (n+2)
scale multiplication operations, (n-1) point addition operations
and 2n secure one-way hash function operations, that is (n+2)
Tec−sm + (n-1) Tec−pa + 2n Th ≈ 0.3262 n + 0.6412 ms.

The computation overhead results for all schemes to com-
plete the three steps are shown in TABLE V. Fig. 5 shows the
computation overhead of signing a single message and verify-
ing a single message. It can be clearly seen that the proposed
scheme is far lower than Zhong’s scheme [42], Azees’s scheme
[43] and Assar’s scheme [44] in the computation overhead of
SSM and VSM. For Li’s scheme [45], we are less than it when
verifying a single message. However, since the generation of
pseudo-ID is left to TA, this part of the computation overhead
is saved in Li’s scheme [45]. In the proposed scheme, each
time the content is sent, the vehicle generates a pseudo-ID to
ensure identity privacy.

For the computation overhead of batch verification, we
assume that the number of messages that participating in the
batch authentication is n. In TABLE IV, we have listed the
number of all operations required in batch verification for each
scheme. Similarly, we put the execution time of each operation
in TABLE III into TABLE IV. The results are shown in TABLE
V which are five linear functions. As the number of messages
increases, the computation overhead of batch verification are
shown in the Fig. 6. Obviously, the linear function of our
scheme is at the bottom. Therefore, our scheme has the lowest
computation overhead.

B. Communication Delay

Due to the length of p̄ is 64 bytes, the length of q is 20
bytes, so the length of additive group G1 is of 64 × 2 = 128
bytes, and the length of G is 20 × 2 = 40 bytes. The size of

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION OVERHEAD TIME

SSM ( ms ) VSM ( ms ) BVMM ( ms )
Zhong’s scheme

[42] 2.1858 16.8472 1.4964 n + 15.3518

Azees’s scheme
[43] 2.7780 13.6456 8.5596 n + 5.0860

Asaar’s scheme
[44] 2.2586 3.8888 1.3076 n + 3.2248

Li’s scheme
[45] 0.3238 1.2916 0.6480 n + 0.6436

Our scheme 0.9684 0.9698 0.3262 n + 0.6412
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2.7780 
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16.8472
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Fig. 5. Computation overhead of SSM and VSM

the element belonging to the closure Z∗q is 20 bytes. The size
of the element output by the secure one-way hash function is
20 bytes. The size of obtained timestamp is 4 bytes. Hence,
|G1| = 128 bytes, |G| = 40 bytes, |H| = 20 bytes, |Z∗q | = 20
bytes, |Ti| = 4 bytes. The communication delay we consider
is the size of the signature sent by the vehicles.

In Zhong’s scheme [42], the size of signature
{PIDi,mi, vpki, ti, σi} is 128 × 2 + 4 + 128 + 4 +
128 + 128 = 644 bytes, which σi including {Ri, Ti}. The ti
is a timestamp, PIDi,1, P IDi,2, vpki, Ri, Ti are all ∈ G1

and PIDi consists of three parts PIDi,1, P IDi,2, V Pi,
V Pi denotes the valid period of PIDi, here we treat
its length as the same as the timestamp. Similarly, the
communication delay of the other three is calculated as
following: In Azees’s scheme, the signature to be sent
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{sig, Yk, Certk} is 128 × 6 + 3 × 20 + 20 = 848 bytes,
where Certk = (Yk||Ei||DIDui||γu||γv||c||λ||σ1||σ2). c is a
hash result, sig, Ei, DIDui, γu, γv, Yk ∈ G1, λ, σ1, σ2 ∈ Z∗q .
The third scheme is Asaar’s scheme, double signature
was taken due to the presence of proxy vehicles. The
signature to be sent is {PIDi, Ti,mi, Ri,Wi, si,1, si,2} ,
{b, PIDp, P IDi,Wi, Ti, σ1, σ2, Rp, sp}. The size of the first
tuple is 40 + 20 + 4 + 40 + 40 + 20 + 20 = 184 bytes. PIDi =
{PIDi,1, P IDi,2} where PIDi,1 ∈ G, PIDi,2 ∈ Z∗q , Ti is a
timestamp, Ri,Wi ∈ G, si,1, si,2 ∈ Z∗q . For the second tuple,
b is a flag bit that indicates whether the batch verification
results are valid or not, only takes 1 byte. The size of PIDp

is same as PIDi, they are both 60 bytes, Wi, Rp ∈ G, Ti is
a timestamp, σ1, σ2, sp ∈ Z∗q . The size is 1 + 60 × 2 + 40
× 2 + 4 + 20 × 3 = 265 bytes. So the total size is 184 +
265 = 449 bytes. In Li’s scheme [45], the information which
vehicle broadcasts is {Mi, P IDi,l, PKi,l, Ri, Ti, sigi}, where
PIDi,l ∈ Z∗q , PKi,l, Ri, sigi ∈ G, Ti is a timestamp, so the
communication delay is 20 + 40 × 3 + 4 = 144 bytes.

Next, we analyze the communication delay of
the proposed scheme. The size of quintuple ∇ =
{PIDj , DTij , δj , Dj , Tj} is 40 + 20 + 20 + 40 + 4 =
124 bytes, PIDj = {PIDj,1, P IDj,2} where PIDi,1 ∈ G,
PIDi,2 ∈ Z∗q , δj ∈ Z∗q , Dj ∈ G and Ti is a timestamp.

Communication delay for all schemes are shown in
TABLE VI. Similar to the computation overhead, our
communication delay is significantly better than other four
schemes [42], [43], [44], [45].

TABLE VI
SIZE OF COMMUNICATION DELAY

Scheme Sending a message Sending n messages
Zhong’s scheme [42] 644 bytes 644 n bytes
Azees’s scheme [43] 848 bytes 848 n bytes
Asaar’s scheme [44] 449 bytes 449 n bytes

Li’s scheme [45] 144 bytes 144 n bytes
Our scheme 124 bytes 124 n bytes

VII. CONCLUSION

In vehicular networks, the rapid movement of vehicles
makes the communication opportunities between vehicles last
for a very short duration. With the increase in the diversifi-
cation of users’ content services, the security and efficiency
of content sharing have turned into two of the most important
issues. Therefore, we introduce an elliptic curve-based mes-
sage authentication scheme into the content sharing process.
We adopt the mode of separating content from evaluation, so
that the vehicle can obtain the evaluation arrays of adjacent
vehicles without acquiring the specific content details. Simul-
taneously, we take into account the mobility and computing
power of vehicles. Further, the security analysis shows that the
proposed scheme meets the security requirements in vehicular
networks. We also prove that it achieves a better performance.

In the future, we plan to consider improving the security
of content sharing by using an in-group dual authentication
mechanism to construct a more secure and efficient content
sharing mechanism for 5G-enabled vehicular networks.
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